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Abstract
This research main purpose lies in understands Republic of China Baby Sports Development Association card according to and baby sports political instructor difference of the specialized ability. The findings discovered: First, Republic of China Baby Sports Development Association card according to political instructor age many between 20~25 years old, the teacher period of service occupies the majority by 5~10, the school record by the university, the institute primarily. Second, facing is expert in evaluation in the degree take the card according to the specialized ability three big constructions Instructor B level as not to be expert in the specialty ability by the specialized knowledge, Instructor C level as is not expert in the specialty ability take the specialized knowledge and the professional skill. ; Third, political instructor is expert in evaluation in the degree to specialized knowledge each specialized ability Instructor B level four topics for the specialized ability which has reaches is expert, the professional skill nine topics to have the specialized ability specialized manner three topics which reaches is expert to have the specialized ability which reaches is expert, Instructor C level all for the specialized ability which is not expert in; Fourth, B level and C level, in the specialized knowledge and the professional skill are expert in the degree evaluation to have the remarkable difference. This research suggested: First, Instructor C level should continue take Instructor B level as a goal, but Instructor B level should strengthen in the specialized knowledge specialized ability, meets in the teaching need. Second, Republic of China Baby Sports Development Association when handles all levels of cards according to the workshop, may, in is not expert in the specialized ability does strengthens, enables all levels of cards to be possible to have the enough specialized ability according to political instructor.
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